
Paper 1

Horses in Fact and Fiction

Qu Domain Answers Mark Comment

1 1b 1 work / 2 sport / 3 war / 4 companions 1 Accept answers in any order.

2 1a when he was most well known 1

3 1b Red Rum: won the Grand National three times
Shergar: won Epsom Derby by the biggest margin in the race’s history

2 Accept explanations in children’s own 
words.

4 1a brave search. 1

5 1g Acceptable synonyms for constant:
faithful
dependable
unchanging
Acceptable synonyms for companion:
friend
ally
comrade
e.g. It shows that Silver was always with the Lone Ranger as a friend 
and ally.

2 Award two marks for answers that 
interpret both constant and companion.

6 1d Accept answers that suggest Dick Turpin was pursued by the forces of 
the law as he was a criminal.

1

7 1g a    a simile
b    very quickly / swiftly / at a fast speed

1
1

8 1b in mortal danger 1

9 1d rode into battle / pulled ambulance / pulled artillery wagon 2 Accept any two of the three listed.

10 1a Appeared to be doing something that they were not actually doing. 1

11 1d Answers that suggest the Greeks pretended to sail away so as to trick 
the Trojans into thinking they had left and had accepted defeat.

1

12 1d Answers that suggest:
• they wanted to make sure there was no one about.
• the Trojans would be sleeping.
• under cover of darkness they could open the gates.

2 Give two marks for a full answer, not just 
‘none would see them’.

13 1c 1 Pegasus 
2 the wooden horse

1

Revision Book Answers 

CONTENT DOMAINS

1a 1b 1c 1d 1e 1f 1g 1h

Give / explain 
the meaning of 
words in context. 

Retrieve 
and record 
information 
/ identify key 
details from 
fiction and non-
fiction. 

Summarize 
main ideas from 
more than one 
paragraph. 

Make inferences 
from the text 
/ explain and 
justify inferences 
with evidence 
from the text

Predict what 
might happen 
from details 
stated and 
implied. 

Identify / explain 
how information 
/ narrative 
content is related 
and contributes 
to meaning as a 
whole. 

Identify / explain 
how meaning 
is enhanced 
through choice 
of words and 
phrases

Make 
comparisons 
within the text. 
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UNIT 1BOOK 6

14 1d Joey is the most famous 
horse of the 20th century.                    opinion
The Lone Ranger’s horse 
was called Silver.      fact
Dick Turpin was alive in 
the 18th century      fact
The Greeks were braver 
than the Trojans.      opinion

1 Award one mark for all four correct.

15 1d The Greeks built the horse.
The Trojans did not suspect a trick and took the horse inside the city. 

2 Award one mark for ‘The Greeks built the 
horse’.
Award two marks if children compare the 
trickery of the Greeks with the stupidity of 
the Trojans.

16 1b The Lone Ranger          Silver
Dick Turpin                    Black Bess
Bellerophon                   Pegasus
Walter Swinburn            Shergar

1

Black Beauty

17 1b a     to do business in the town.
b     late in the afternoon.
c     windy.
d     across the bridge.

2 Award one mark for two correct answers.
Award two marks for four correct answers.

18 1b Along the skirts of a wood 1

19 1a stronger 1

20 1d When his hooves touched the bridge, he felt sure there was something 
wrong.

1

21 1b 1 stopped still
2 trembled

1 
1

22 1a Ran out of the house / ‘Hoy, hoy, hoy, halloo, stop!’ he cried / tossing a 
torch about like one mad

2

23 1c The tree blocks the way.                         true
Black Beauty turns around when 
the tree falls.                                           false
The bridge has broken in the middle.     true
There is water over the middle of 
the bridge.                                               true

1

24 1a a simile 1

25 1d • There was water over the middle of the bridge.
• It was very nearly dark.

1
1

26 1f Two details from:
• ‘Thank God!’ said my master
• ‘You Beauty!’ said John
• took the bridle and gently turned me round

2

27 1g • When the tree comes down, John jumped out and was in a moment 
at my head.
• When Black Beauty won’t go over the bridge, John gets out instead of 
whipping him.
• John is gentle when he handles Black Beauty – gently turned me 
round.

2 Award only one mark for behind the table.

28 1e Answers that suggest:
• Black Beauty and the men would have fallen into the river and 
probably been hurt.

1 Award marks for specific details of story 
and characters.
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UNIT 1BOOK 6

29 1b eyes 1

30 1a Acceptable points for explosion:
sudden burst, outburst, noisy movement
Acceptable points for power:
strength, energy, activity

2 Award one mark for an interpretation of 
explosion OR power.
Award two marks for responses that 
interpret both explosion AND power.

31 1a • Gigantically gentle with children
• feel friendly to the touch
• take sugar quietly

1 Award one mark for any two details from 
the list.

32 1b a Any two from:
• the rain fall mistily
• the clouds move
• the distance escaping from them
b Any two from:
• up hills
• across fields

1

33 1a hard / dangerous 1

34 1d Answers that suggest the horses are not free to roam. They see the 
distant scene but are not free to go there.

2

35 1c Answers that suggest:
• patient: Horses stand still on the skyline / Waiting for something to 
happen
• joyous / full of life: Horses gallop sometimes…
• friendly: Gigantically gentle with children…

2 Award one mark for two moods.
Award two marks for three.

TOTAL 50

Horses

Paper 2

The Rise of the Maya

Qu Domain Answers Mark Comment

1 1a control 1 

2 1b The search for better farmland… 1

3 1b Any two of: maize / beans / chilli peppers / chocolate 1

4 1a enriched 1

5 1d Answers that suggest the fields were only fertile for a few years then 
more area of jungle had to be cleared.

1

6 1b cacao tree. 1

7 1d The Olmec built large towns.                               [F]
The Olmec died out because of food shortages.  [O]
The Olmec died out because of warfare.             [O]
The Olmec influenced the Maya.                         [F]

1

8 1b 800BCE  moved to lowlands
100BCE  lived in large cities
3000BCE  first settlements
300BCE  built first temples and pyramids

1
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UNIT 1BOOK 6

9 1c Any three from:
• 300BCE- built first temples and pyramids
• statue of Mayan Maize god
• 100BCE – built giant temples
• The structures of Mayan cities were closely linked to … religion.
• Ceremonial buildings were adorned with figures from Mayan religion, 
such as a giant bird god.
 

3 Award one mark for each piece of 
evidence cited.

10 1b The Maya were farmers.                                  [T]
The Maya were the first civilization in Central America.              [F]                   
The Maya always lived in simple villages.               [F]                 
The Maya built pyramids to represent the mountains.              [T]                           

1

11 1b Any two of: 
• well-developed writing system 
• calendar 
• achievements in art 
• achievements in science

2

12 1b radiocarbon dating 1

13 1d fierce rivals 1

14 1g General interpretation = the period in their history when they were at 
the peak of their wealth and success

2

15 1d Answers that suggest the clues are:
• battles between cities
• cities just a few miles apart
• success depended on military strength

3 Award one mark for answers that only 
give ‘fighting’ as the clue.
Award two marks for ‘fighting’ and 
‘distance’ of enemy.
Award three marks for fighting / distance 
and military strength.

16 1b • themselves
• giraffe
• wildebeest

2 Award one mark for one / two examples.
Award two marks for all three examples.

17 1b a     food
b     sport

2

18 1a Being true to their word 1

19 1a words they live their life by 1

20 1d • they don’t hunt for sport
• they don’t kill if an animal invades their village i.e. the mamba has as 
much right to be there as they have so they don’t attack and kill it, they 
just move on.

2

21 1d • three generations live together
• younger generations feed older generations
• younger generations hunt for / gather food

3 Award one mark for one reason.
Award two marks for two reasons.
Award three marks for all three reasons.

22 1a Acceptable points for fearless:
• brave / courageous
Acceptable points for peaceful:
• not warlike / not looking for a fight

2 Award one mark for an interpretation of 
fearless OR peaceful.
Award two marks for responses that 
interpret both fearless AND peaceful.

23 1c admires and respects them                      1

Fearless Bushmen
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24 1a violent 1

25 1d to get dry 1

26 1a massive 1

27 1b yelled as loudly as he could 1

28 1d Answers that suggest:
• He was very shocked and scared to realize that he was on his own 
and could easily die – he couldn’t think about anything else while he 
was taking it in.

2 Award one mark for an answer that 
simply states he is scared. 
Award two marks for a fuller explanation.

29 1b Any three of:
• food
• clothes
• shelter
• warmth
• water
• a way to keep safe

2 Award one mark for two examples. Award 
two marks for three examples.

30 1g Answers that suggest Robert was feeling like he could think properly for 
the first time since the crash, because he had slept and eaten.

2 Award one mark for answers that state 
Robert was able to think.
Award two marks for the reasons why.

31 1a tough                      1

32 1b The sound he made was quickly absorbed by the forest and turned to 
silence.

1

33 1c Robert had been in a train.                      [F]
He had been travelling with his mum and dad.   [T]
He could see the wrecked fuselage.                                        [F]
He could hear voices in the distance.                                     [F]

1

34 1e Answers that suggest 
EITHER: No because he has made as much noise as he could and didn’t 
get any answers / very unlikely to survive a plane crash.
OR: Yes because if he has survived, other passengers from the plane 
might have been able to as well.

2 Award two marks for a full answer 
supporting either point of view.

TOTAL 50

The Lost: The Dark Ground

Paper 3

The Stray's Tail

Qu Domain Answers Mark Comment

1 1b a   a branch 
b   shade
c   possible enemies
d   a cat
e   yellow

1 

2 1d Any two of:
• [sun] glaring down
• [sun] parch the last drop of moisture from the leaves
• slight shade
• air felt like a newly opened oven

2

3 1a covered in patches 1
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4 1d 1 people who did not seem to like lizards
2 people who liked lizards and who fed them

2

5 1d Answers that use the evidence that Leli was relieved it was the ground 
lizard rather than some other creature that might mistake him for food.

1

6 1a dismissed 1

7 1c Lizards eat flies.                            [T]
Lizards eat cats.                            [F]
Lizards cannot climb walls.           [F]
Lizards don’t build houses.           [T]

1

8 1a Answers that suggest:
a do some activity that will use up energy and make you feel hungry
b was looking at with something in mind / wanted and planned to do 
something
c gave in to what he wanted to do / had to do it

3

9 1a He felt frightened. 1

10 1d The sun was very hot, and showed no signs of stopping. 2 Award one mark for very hot. Award two 
marks for hot and not stopping.

11 1b nervous / scared 1

12 1d Answers that suggest he was so scared he couldn’t move for minutes. 1

13 1h Answers that suggest the following change:
• before: seems nervous but determined. He becomes even more 
frightened and determined when he sees the cat.
• on the window sill: almost beginning to have doubts about what he 
has done. He sees the dry grass and the bushes he called home and he 
almost wished he was there right now, safe among his own kind. But 
then becomes curious / excited / brave again.

2

14 1c Leli was on a branch.
He was looking at the house.
At midday the next day, Leli went towards the house.
He heard a scurrying noise.
He saw a ground lizard.
He stopped by the bottom of the wall.
He saw a skinny ginger cat.
He began to climb.
The cat stretched its paw to get him.
Leli froze from fear.
He got to the window sill.

1

15 1e Individual answers supported by evidence e.g. Leli encountered ‘people’ 
(evidence: the older lizards told him about meeting people in the 
house).

2 Award one mark for a reasonable 
suggestion as to what happened next. 
Award two marks if the suggestion is 
supported by evidence.

16 1b The grass moves as the snake moves through it. 1

17 1g twists / leaps / slithers 3

18 1a smooth and beautiful 1

19 1d Answers that suggest:
• he is tall 
• it is the snake that is describing the poet so he seems huge.

2 Award one mark for answers that state 
the poet is tall. Award two marks for 
answers that take the viewpoint into 
consideration.

Snake
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20 1d the snake’s skin 1

21 1a passing on information 1

22 1c Answers that suggest we normally think of people being afraid of 
snakes. The poem turns this idea on its head and suggests that the 
snake is frightened of the man.

2

23 1b 1 cold blooded
2 scales
3 lay eggs

3

24 1b a   don’t have eyelids
b   don’t sweat
c   detach their tails

1

25 1a very angry 1

26 1c • black mamba                     4.5m
• green anaconda                 8.8m
• green iguana                      2m
• Komodo dragon                 3m
• smallest lizard species      2cms
• crocodile                            4.6m
• alligator                              3.46m

2 Award one mark for five correct answers. 
Award two marks for all correct answers.

27 1b southern and eastern Africa 1

28 1a slow 1

29 1b 1 seek prey
2 avoid predators

2

30 1d favouring swamps, marshes and slow-moving streams                      1 Award no marks unless all examples of 
water habitat are mentioned.

31 1b a  V shaped head              C  
b found only in USA and China                 A  
c more aggressive                                C  
d 3.46m long                                             A  
e freshwater                                A

2 Award one mark for three correct answers. 
Award two marks for all correct answers.

32 1a Acceptable points for large:
big / huge
Acceptable points for docile:
gentle / non-aggressive

2 Award one mark for an interpretation of 
large OR docile.
Award two marks for responses that 
interpret both large AND docile.

33 1b 1 poison
2 squeezing 

1
1

34 1d Either of the following:
• A typical Komodo dragon can eat 80% of its own body weight in one 
meal!
• It lives on almost everything – deer, water buffalo and even humans!

1

35 1d Answers that suggest a reptile has scales made of keratin, and humans 
have nails and hair made of keratin.

1

TOTAL 53

The World of Reptiles
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